CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION

In this chapter, the researcher would like to present the conclussion of the
result of the study organized based on the research problem.
A. Conclussion
Concerning with the result of finding and discussion, the researcher
concludes that most of the students love the Native English Vlog as media for Elearning to help the English pronunciation by the Native teacher. The students
have positive perceptions of the personality competence of Native speaker in the
media as the teacher; this means that the students accept genuine teacher as the
helper in learning pronunciation so that the teacher can bring the students fullfill
the optimal learning goals. The students expected that the use of Native English
Vlog influenced the students’ cognitive in pronuncing the words based on the
correct intonation and stress. This study also revealed that the use of it leads the
students be easier in reaching the purpose of learning English. This study also
revealed the good teacher who is the Native speaker give beneficial for students
by giving joke and the easy method to produce sounds in English.
The findings of the study decided the students strategy and experience in
learning English pronunciation toward it. The most of the students love in
repetiting and immitating the pronunciation by Native speaker in Native English
Vlog. This study also revealed that the use of drilling technique is the most
effective tool rather than the use of dictionnary and the use of marking of difficult
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word in paper for helping the learning of English pronunciation. It also would
make the students feel each sounds they produced. Thus, the students can know
the correct sounds to used.
Finally, from the data findings, it could be concluded that students’
perception in learning English pronunciation through Native English Vlog is good
enough through various strategy. In same manner, The students seems get
maximum of the use of English Pronunciation through it. The findings also make
the reseacher states the understanding that Native speaker make the better insight
in learning pronunciation for the students who learn Native English Vlog by those
strategies. So, the students at 8th grade in excellent class of MTs Negeri 6
Tulungagung who are being subjects stated that they got some benefit through the
strategy. The other important point of this study is this study also motivated the
teacher to often teach pronunciation through online media
B. Suggestion
Based on the result of research findings, the researcher would like to give
suggestion for English teacher and the students;
1. For teacher
Researcher gives suggestion to teacher that the teacher should give the
pronunciation lesson in the space of learning English lesson specifically by using
Native English Vlog. Teacher should understand that the students also need the
understanding in producing sounds as well as Native speaker especially for
excellent class who would get the assignment to build communication with Native
speaker. By understanding that, the teacher will be better in make the students be
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interested in learning English because the learning English pronunciation help the
students fullfill the purpose of the learning English.
2. For Students
The researcher also would like to give suggestion for the students who
learn English pronunciation throughNative English Vlog individually. The
students must be aware in choosing the Vlog for learning. The students must
understand the context of pronunciation lesson because sometimes Youtube Vlog
also served the English Lesson by using the mistakes of pronunciation. Then, the
students also can ask the helping from teacher in selecting the channel in learning.
Besides, the students should more understand with the culture of foreign laguage.
3. For Future Researcher
Finally, the researcher suggests to the future researcher to conduct same
research topic but in other different aspect. The next researcher can conduct the
research by using the topic of the branches of pronunciation or other topic that
related with pronunciation.

